15:00-15:05 – Introduction:
   Niculae Sebe/Maurizio Marchese

15:05-15:30: Presentation of the Security & Privacy EIT Digital Curriculum - ICT Innovation:
   Fabio Massacci (prof @ UNITN)

15:30-16:00: How to Make a Security Spin-Off:
   Sandro Etalle (CEO/President @ Securitymatters and prof. @ TU Eindhoven)

16:00-16:20: How is being a S&P student?
   Giovanni De Francesco (S&P former student and Developer at Backes-AG, Saarbrucken)

16:20-17:00: Security Opportunities in Business and Research
   Orlando Ferrante (Program Manager @ ALES United Technology - Roma/Trento)
   Silvio Ranise/Paolo Tonella (Head of Unit @ FBK, Trento)
   Jovan Golic - (Former EIT S&P Lead @ EIT/Telecom Italia, Trento/Milano)

17:00-17:15: EIT Summer Schools
   Massimo Donelli (Prof. @ UNITN)

17:15-17:25: Deadlines for the Double Degree at Darmstadt, Twente, Saarbrucken, Budapest
   Elena Bortolotti (Staff @ UNITN)

17:30-18:30: Any further questions from the students

18:30 Aperipizza